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The Big Ones

Stats

Contact Form

Widget Visibility



Stats

Get valuable stats, super-easy to implement.

Can be run side-by-side with Google Analytics.

Built to know the multiple routes to your content.

Check your stats on your site, on WordPress.com, 

or on the WordPress Mobile Apps!

en.wordpress.com/my-stats/



Contact Form

A simple, utilitarian, form editor.

Simple to add.

All responses are saved on your blog,

and optionally emailed to you!

Automatic Spam Filtering (if you have Akismet active)



Widget Visibility

Easily customize your sidebar widgets.

Want your email signup widget only on your home 

page? No problem!

Want an ‘About Me’ widget only on single post pages?  

Sure thing!



Social

Comments

Likes

Publicize

Sharing

Google Plus

Hovercards

Push Notifications



Comments

Drop-in comment form replacement

Works with all themes

Own your own content

Multiple-service authentication

Decrease the feedback friction

Easier if already logged into .com



Likes

Likes are a super-easy way to let folks acknowledge your 

content, without having to think of something witty to say.

It’s easy, it’s fun, and it increases engagement.



Publicize

Publicize lets you automatically post your new 

content to social media services when it’s 

released.

Publicize uses WordPress.com servers to make 

sure you’re never hurt by others capping your 

shared server’s rate limit.

We also do the grunt work of updating how we 

call the services when they update their APIs.

Facebook

Google+

Twitter

LinkedIn

Tumblr

Path



Sharing

Make it easy for your visitors to share your content.

Select the services and order that you’d like to use through a simple drag-and-drop interface.

You can even add custom sharing modules.

Select whether you’d like to use the official sharing buttons, 

or custom ones for a more consistent aesthetic.



Google Integration

Adds a Google sharing option, and details 

about the author’s Google+ profile.

Adds authorship picture and details about 

the author to the Google Search Results.

Soon, will let you Publicize to Google+

(today on .com, soon in Jetpack)



Hovercards

Let visitors get more context about your commenters 

by viewing an excerpt from their public Gravatar 

profile when hovering over their thumbnail!

Turn it on, and forget it.

No theme customizations, no work on your end.



Push Notifications

Mobile Push notifications keep you up to date on the go in your iOS 

or Android WordPress app.

Moderate comments on the fly and

keep up with your readers in real time.



Media

Carousel

Tiled Galleries

Photon



Carousel

Extend WordPress native galleries so that viewing the images becomes an immersive, full-screen 

experience.

Let users comment on individual photos, or not.

Drop-in solution, but easily customizable if needed.



Tiled Galleries

A beautiful way to display galleries of your content.

Each individual image will be pieced together to form 

a single, beautiful whole.

Captions slide up as you hover over each image.



Photon

Photon is a 100% free Image CDN.

Your web server can run much faster if it’s not tying up connections by 

serving up so many megs of images all the time.

By caching the image on the WordPress.com cloud, we handle distribution for you!

The image URLs are swapped out in your content by a filter, so there’s no changes in your database.

It’s completely safe to deactivate at any time, and your content will serve from your own server again.



Get Idea → Publish Post → Be Happy

Post by Email

Spelling and Grammar

Shortcodes



Post by Email

Register an @post.wordpress.com email address, that can publish directly to your blog!

Send in file attachments, use special shortcodes for categories, tags, delaying your post, polls…

This is a terrific way to interface with external web services that you’d like to auto-publish securely!



Spelling and Grammar

When you’re writing a post and want to make sure you’ve caught all the grammar and 

usage errors, or aren’t sure if you’ve misspelled something, Spelling and Grammar 

hooks into afterthedeadline.com to check for you!

Publish more readable, syntactically correct content for your readers.



Shortcodes

A shortcode is a WordPress-specific code that lets you do nifty things with very little effort. 

Shortcodes can embed files or create objects that would normally require lots of complicated, ugly 

code in just one line. Shortcode = shortcut.

Jetpack Shortcodes add in some special shortcodes that are available on WordPress.com

[archives] [googlemaps] [twitter-timeline] [scribd] [bandcamp] [slideshare] and more!

We’ve just added in the [presentation] shortcode for offering dynamic presentations on your site!



Extras

Widgets

Omnisearch

Notifications

JSON API

Mobile Theme

Custom CSS

Infinite Scroll (for supported themes)



Widgets

We offer some slick widgets as well.

Gravatar Profile

Facebook Like Box

Twitter Timeline

Top Posts & Pages

Blog Subscriptions

and more…



Omnisearch

Search ALL THE THINGS

Omnisearch by default will search your Posts, Pages, Comments, Media Files, Jetpack Contact Form 

Feedback, available Plugins, and anything else that a plugin wants to offer results for.

It’s made to make your life easier, and is only in the WordPress admin.

It’s also (probably) coming to Core in 3.8 this December.

(We’re in the midst of running advanced usability tests to make sure it’s a worthwhile addition)

(It is)



Notifications

Notifications add an item to your 

adminbar that notifies you when 

something’s happened on any of your 

networked sites.

You can reply to a comment right 

from the notification area.

It’s super awesome.



Mobile Theme

The mobile theme is an easy way to add a phone-friendly version of your site.

It’s just a bundled version of the Minileven theme

http://en.blog.wordpress.com/2011/11/02/new-mobile-theme-minileven/

A responsive custom design is usually best.

But, if you’d like to get something quick out there to make life easier for 

your visitors, give the Mobile Theme a go.

http://en.blog.wordpress.com/2011/11/02/new-mobile-theme-minileven/
http://en.blog.wordpress.com/2011/11/02/new-mobile-theme-minileven/


Custom CSS

Custom CSS lets you add in custom style rules for your site.

Instead of creating a child theme or modifying your theme’s code directly, it lets you modify it safely.

It even uses revisions in your code, so you can always step back to a previous version!

It even compiles LESS and Sass for you, if that’s your thing!

The Custom CSS is even enqueued cleanly, so it’s cached by the 

browser, instead of being echoed on every page load.



Infinite Scroll

For themes that support it, Infinite Scroll will let your users scroll forever.

It even adds some neat tricks!

For example, when you scroll down to what would have been page 5, it ninjas your url to be /page/5

That means, once you navigate away and then come back, you’re 

not kicked all the way back to the start and lose your place!



Questions?

    daljo628          gs@automattic.com
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